
Finally, your team has the freedom to perform nearly 
any shop function from any location. E2 Mobile Shop is 
bringing the power of the revolutionary E2 Manufacturing 
software solution to your shop’s tablets. As long your 
employees have access to a tablet and Wi-Fi, they’ll have 
access to all of the data in your shop’s system.

No more papers being shuffled from station to station. 
No more running back and forth to a PC to get important 
job information. Your employee’s literally have the power 
of information in the palms of their hands at all times. 
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E2 Mobile Shop allows quick and easy access to 
the following items...

E2 Manufacturing – 
Mobile Shop

DATA COLLECTION

SHIPPING

OUTSIDE SERVICES

RECEIVING

INVENTORY ADJUSTMENTS

INVENTORY INSPECTION

INVENTORY TRANSFERS

MATERIAL ALLOCATION

STOCK JOB TRANSFERS



Ready to liberate your team?  Put the power and the information 
in their hands with E2 Mobile Shop. Contact us today to learn 
more and take the first step.

1.800.525.2143
email sales@shoptech.com 
web www.shoptech.com

Data Collection 
Do your employees have to walk to a clock or PC to log job time? 
No more. Employees can log all of their time and attendance along 
with job time throughout the day at a tablet at their station. You 
increase productivity by reducing distractions and keeping your 
employees at their machines. Even better, you’ll get more accurate 
labor and job costing data. 

Shipping 
Stop running to the office to generate packing slips. Instead, create 
them on the shop floor so you can save time and money by shipping 
parts as quickly as they are packed. Generate paperwork instantly so 
drivers aren’t waiting around. Just load the truck and go.

Outside Services  
Send those parts out for heat treating or painting with the click of 
a button. The Mobile Shop Wizard walks you through every step in 
the process to get those parts out the door as quickly as possible. 
Get them out and back fast so you can turn more jobs and boost 
your bottom line.

Receiving 
Every minute counts in manufacturing. No one knows that better 
than you. With E2 Mobile Shop, you can get those materials off 
the truck quickly so you can start the job as soon as possible. You 
simply take the tablet out to the truck, get the necessary signatures, 
and receive the materials. The software updates your inventory so 
everyone instantly knows that the materials are in-house.

Inventory Adjustments 
Dreading the next time you have to walk back in the warehouse 
and count inventory? With E2 Mobile Shop, you never have to do 
it again. Whether it’s raw materials or finished parts, MS Inventory 

Adjustments gives you the real time inventory accountability that 
every shop needs. On hand quantities are updated instantly. No 
more paperwork. Bar coded inventory reduces the margin of error. 
Your inventory has never been so accurate.

Inventory Inspection 
Are inspections giving you trouble? Not anymore with E2 Mobile 
Shop. Your quality control expert can perform inspections right on 
the floor and update E2 right on their tablet. 

Inventory Transfers 
Pop quiz: Where is all of your inventory located on the shop floor? 
Don’t know the answer? With E2 Mobile Shop, you can track 
all of your inventory with just a few clicks on the tablet.  Mobile 
Shop allows you to perform any task in real time on the floor. The 
location codes are all user defined so you can set up as many or as 
few locations as you like.

Material Allocation 
You have material in the shop and it needs to be assigned to jobs. 
You also need to let your team members know which job gets 
which materials. What do you do? Walk out to the floor, find all the 
materials, and tell everyone in person? No way! Use E2 Mobile Shop 
to assign materials with just a few clicks. Transfer materials from a 
low-priority job to one that’s urgent. No paper. No walking around 
the shop. Get it done and get it communicated in seconds.

Stock Job Transfers 
Do you make stock parts? Instantly update your stock inventory as 
soon as the job rolls off the last machine. When your team marks 
the part complete, the stock inventory is automatically updated in 
real time, so you always know how much inventory you have to sell. 


